A Wealthy Athenian Builds a Roman Bath near Corinth: Archaeology in the Sanctuary of Poseidon at Isthmia
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In the second half of the second century CE, an enormous, lavishly decorated Roman bath was built at Isthmia. Although no dedicatory inscription exists, many details of the building’s construction, decoration and function suggest that the famous rhetorician and philanthropist Herodes Atticus (Herod of Athens) was the dedicator of this bath. Most conspicuously among the sculptural ornamentation were two identical portrait herms of a youth named Polydeukion, a student of Herodes. The Isthmian baths’ interior fittings, scale, design and placement within a panhellenic sanctuary convey an imperial character so in keeping with Herodes’ own that I suggest the building should be added to his known oeuvre.
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